M2Vis Remarks

Non-visual communication is on the increase. Indeed, information can be presented by sound, touch, or potentially any of our senses thereby utilizing our ability to perceive information in multisensory ways. Not only are these environments useful for accessibility, but by using different modalities together the compound presentation can be more understandable (one modality reinforces the other), and the diverse modalities may enable information to be perceived in situations where visual display devices cannot be used effectively (such as when using small screens or remote operation). In addition the user may more easily perceive the information through one sense as opposed to another. Consequently, there are various terminologies for ‘the perception of information through non-visual modalities’, including perceptualization, conceptualization, sensualization and non-visual Visualisation. This is the 2nd International Symposium on Non-visual and Multimodal Visualisation. These papers cover sonification, the application of haptics for Visualisation and multimodal presentation.
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